1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

The molecular recognition of specific small organic compounds by target proteins is of central importance in biology. Auxins are a particularly relevant class of small molecule plant hormones with considerable importance for growth and development. Both the naturally occurring indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) and synthetic auxins bind to the transport inhibitor response 1 (TIR1) family of receptors. In turn, auxin binding to the receptor allows the co-receptor IAA7 to bind to the substrate--receptor complex \[[@RSOB160139C1],[@RSOB160139C2]\]. Thus, one can say that auxins act as 'molecular glues' between partners of the receptor system. The completion of this two-step mechanism triggers a cascade of events leading to changes in gene expression \[[@RSOB160139C3]\]. The macroscopic results of acute exposure to synthetic auxins are explosive, epinastic growth followed by plant death. Thus, such compounds have found widespread application in herbicidal formulations. Further valuable features of auxin-based herbicides are a long history of safe use and their selective action against broad-leaved plants, making them preferred products for the control of weeds in cereal crops and turf \[[@RSOB160139C4]\]. However, rational design of novel biologically active molecules to influence the TIR1 receptor has proved challenging because the protein recognizes a diverse set of natural and synthetic ligands \[[@RSOB160139C2]\]. At the same time, TIR1 is highly selective. For instance, the native ligand IAA shares many structural features with its biosynthetic precursor, the indolic amino acid L-tryptophan (Trp), which, although ubiquitous and present at intracellular concentrations far in excess of that of IAA, does not elicit auxin responses \[[@RSOB160139C5]\].

A likely reason for this is that inactive compounds do not bind the receptor in the right location or with the right orientation, if at all, thus precluding assembly of the co-receptor complex. Then, knowledge of the mechanism of interaction for natural ligands is fundamental for the design of synthetic analogues. Computational methods for molecular docking have become standard tools in active compound design and discovery \[[@RSOB160139C6]--[@RSOB160139C8]\]. They allow a reduction of the search space, leading to targeted experimental binding assays, and they are widely used for ligand screening and identification of binding sites on bioactive targets \[[@RSOB160139C9],[@RSOB160139C10]\]. Specific examples of the application of molecular docking are the identification of a genetic cause of cancer drug resistance \[[@RSOB160139C11]\], ligand differentiation between human oestrogen receptors \[[@RSOB160139C12]\], rational drug design for neurodegenerative diseases \[[@RSOB160139C13]\], modelling candidate therapeutic binding to mutated targets \[[@RSOB160139C14]\], and design of highly catalytic artificial metallobioenzymes \[[@RSOB160139C15]\]. In all cases, the binding site is considered as a single, holistic search space. In this article, we introduce a new approach to molecular docking, which we call *tomographic docking*, and we use it to propose an explanation for the discrimination mechanism of small ligands by the TIR1 receptor.

One frequently overlooked aspect of the molecular recognition process is the depth of the protein-binding site, which can extend significantly towards the protein core. Several computational tools exist that help describe and define pockets, tunnels, channels and pores, and some will identify the most likely high-affinity sites in the recess. Once defined, these are offered as binding sites for docking. While this approach is able to find a good candidate for the lowest-energy configuration of a given receptor--binder pair, it risks neglecting receptor features that will be encountered by the ligand on the approach to the best site. When this happens, it contributes to ligand misidentification and false positive results, both of which are recognized issues with docking experiments \[[@RSOB160139C16]\]. For example, A[uto]{.smallcaps}D[ock]{.smallcaps} V[ina]{.smallcaps} \[[@RSOB160139C17],[@RSOB160139C18]\], which is currently one of the most popular docking platforms due to its speed, reliability and output accessibility, finds an apparently viable docking pose for Trp on TIR1, even though Trp is experimentally proven to be a non-binder. It is thus reasonable to consider the passage of a ligand into a deep binding site as a multi-step process composed of many interactions, sequential in time and space. Consequently, typical docking approaches, which consider any geometrically valid pose as equally viable, may overlook important physical and chemical barriers that could preclude some potential binders from accessing an otherwise ideal site. To take into account the entire structure of the deep pocket of TIR1, we create a new docking approach. Rather than considering the whole TIR1 pocket as a single, whole entity, our method divides it into a number of 'slices' across its depth. Each slice is treated individually, so that the results we obtain in terms of scoring functions and orientations change progressively with depth. By analogy with the tomographic scans routinely employed for medical diagnoses, we call our method *tomographic docking*. The analysis of a whole series of results allows us to identify physical constraints that preclude the binding of Trp while allowing that of IAA. Also, we identify the structural features of the pocket likely to be responsible for the mechanism of selectivity.

2.. Material and methods {#s2}
========================

2.1.. The target protein {#s2a}
------------------------

The X-ray crystal structure of TIR1 is solved in three different binding states: unbound/empty (2P1M), in complex with the natural ligand IAA (2P1P, [figure 1](#RSOB160139F1){ref-type="fig"}), and assembled with both IAA and its co-receptor IAA7 (2P1Q). For our study, we use the unbound structure 2P1M as the closest approximation to what a free ligand interacts with. Superposition of 2P1M with 2P1P and 2P1Q suggests no significant conformational change is induced by ligand binding \[[@RSOB160139C1]\]. Figure 1.The deep binding pocket on TIR1. The binding site of TIR1 is not a shallow surface indentation but a deep pocket, shown in SURF representation in panel (*a*) superimposed on the cartoon of the whole receptor (2P1P). The residues comprising the binding pocket, isolated and shown from a closer point in panel (*b*), are contributed by seven non-sequential leucine-rich repeats \[[@RSOB160139C1]\]. The two reference residues Phe-351, in red, and Arg-403, in blue, indicate the mouth and the bottom of the pocket, respectively. Their distance, indicated by the arrow in the figure and corresponding to the pocket depth, is 16.5 Å. IAA is shown in CPK representation, and InsP6 is on the bottom left in bond representation. All three-dimensional molecular visualizations were produced using VMD \[[@RSOB160139C19],[@RSOB160139C20]\].

The crystallography data contain several associated biomolecules, as well as water. Thus, to prepare the docking input, we first processed the data using VMD \[[@RSOB160139C19],[@RSOB160139C20]\], excising water molecules and the co-expressed SCF^TIR1^ adaptor ASK1. A[uto]{.smallcaps}D[ock]{.smallcaps}T[ools]{.smallcaps} \[[@RSOB160139C21],[@RSOB160139C22]\] was then used to produce the final pdbqt input files. Note that TIR1 harbours inositol hexaphosphate (InsP6) as a second, probably structural, ligand. We left this in place because, unlike ASK1, its location is physically close to the bottom of the pocket. Nonetheless, our final results show that its position is still too far from the binding site to generate effective interactions with the ligand.

2.2.. Ligands {#s2b}
-------------

The investigation focuses on IAA and Trp as TIR1 ligands because Trp, which is a precursor in the synthesis of IAA \[[@RSOB160139C23]\], has no auxin activity and no TIR1-binding activity \[[@RSOB160139C5]\], notwithstanding a significant structural similarity with IAA (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). To validate the accuracy of our approach, we later extend the analysis to a few other compounds, comprising both binders and non-binders, with different degrees of structural similarity to IAA (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). To prepare the ligands for docking, we first calculated their protonation state at pH 7.3 in water, because binding to the receptor occurs at physiological pH in the plant cell nucleus. Then, we computed their equilibrium geometry using density functional theory with EDF2 functional \[[@RSOB160139C24]\] and a 6-31G\* split-valence basis. Finally, we generated the pdbqt files using A[uto]{.smallcaps}D[ock]{.smallcaps}T[ools]{.smallcaps} \[[@RSOB160139C21],[@RSOB160139C22]\].

2.3.. Numerical set-up {#s2c}
----------------------

To define the search space to be used in the docking algorithm, we observed SURF representations of TIR1 in both bound and unbound states, and noted that the binding site is not a shallow surface feature, but rather a deep binding pocket ([figure 1](#RSOB160139F1){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, we identified the constituents of the pocket to be a total of 43 amino acids in seven contiguous sets on the leucine-rich repeat loops, namely residues 77--84, 344--354, 377--381, 403--410, 436--441, 462--465 and 489--490. The pocket thus defined has a depth of 16.5 Å, as measured between Phe-351 at the mouth and Arg-403 at the bottom. To investigate the engagement process as the ligand moves into it towards the final binding site at the bottom, we defined an 18 × 18 × 18 Å cubic search space that moves from above the pocket mouth to below the bottom in steps of 1 Å. The search space at the first step includes Phe-351 at its bottom, and its motion is parallel to the principal axis of inertia of the receptor, whose direction is along the pocket depth. At the last step, Arg-403 is completely included. Then, we performed independent numerical docking experiments at each step, building a sequence of results that provide information on the descent of the ligands into the deep pocket. For the actual simulations, we created a code that automates the tomographic scanning process by computing the geometry of the search space for any specified number of steps, search exhaustiveness and set of ligands. The code, which we refer to as TomoDock, uses A[uto]{.smallcaps}D[ock]{.smallcaps} V[ina]{.smallcaps} \[[@RSOB160139C17],[@RSOB160139C18]\] as docking engine, and produces tunable summaries of the results, as well as pdb files for further analysis and visualization. Note that with the choices detailed above, the search space is always larger than Vina\'s cut-off threshold for the interactions, which is 8 Å. The standard TomoDock experiment was repeated 100 times, with search exhaustiveness of 16.

2.4.. Experimental set-up {#s2d}
-------------------------

Experimental evaluation of the numerical results was carried out using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) as a test of ligand binding to TIR1, and root-growth assays for overall biological activity. We performed protein purification and set up the SPR experiments according to the protocols described in \[[@RSOB160139C5]\]. TIR1 was expressed in insect cell culture using a recombinant baculovirus. The construct contained sequences for three affinity tags, namely 6 × His, maltose-binding protein (MBP) and FLAG. Initial purification using the His tag was followed by cleavage of His-MBP using TEV protease. After TEV removal and clean-up using FLAG chromatography, the purified protein was used for SPR assays by passing it over a streptavidin chip loaded with biotinylated IAA7 degron peptide. The SPR buffer was Hepes-buffered saline with 1 mM EDTA, 0.05% P20 and 1 mM TCEP. Compounds to be tested were premixed with the protein to a final 50 µM concentration. Binding experiments were run at a flow rate of 20 µl min^−1^ using 3 min of injection time and 2.5 min of dissociation time. Data from a control channel (biocytin) and from a buffer-only run were subtracted from each sensorgram following the standard double reference subtraction protocol. To assay root-growth inhibition, Col-0 WT seeds were stratified at 4°C for 48 h on plates containing 1/2 Murashige and Skoog medium, followed by incubation for 6 days in 12 L : 12 D cycles, at a temperature of 20°C for the day and 18°C for the night. Seedlings were then transferred to fresh plates containing test compound and poured fresh on the day. After a further 6 days of growth, plates were scanned and the extension of the primary root during treatment was measured using I[mage]{.smallcaps}J \[[@RSOB160139C25],[@RSOB160139C26]\].

3.. Results and discussion {#s3}
==========================

3.1.. Conventional docking {#s3a}
--------------------------

We first ran a conventional, 'static' docking experiment using A[uto]{.smallcaps}D[ock]{.smallcaps} V[ina]{.smallcaps} using a cubic search space with an 18 Å side encompassing the whole pocket area. The results show that IAA docks at the pocket bottom and, even from a single run, the best docked position closely matches that of the ligand bound in the co-crystallized structure ([figure 2](#RSOB160139F2){ref-type="fig"}). The indole ring is aligned parallel to the pocket bottom and is nested in a semicircle of four non-polar residues, while the carboxylate anion orients itself towards a group of basic residues with which hydrogen bonds are made \[[@RSOB160139C1]\]. Despite the absence of activity for Trp as an auxin and no measurable affinity for binding, A[uto]{.smallcaps}D[ock]{.smallcaps} V[ina]{.smallcaps} finds an apparently plausible docked position for it at the bottom of the pocket, although not with the same orientation as IAA ([figure 2](#RSOB160139F2){ref-type="fig"}). This clearly shows that one cannot rely on a direct interpretation of docking results to identify binders, because a 'cover-all' search space overlooks key features of the binding process and a more systemic approach is needed. Figure 2.Comparison of crystallographic data and 'static' docking results. The docked position of IAA at the bottom of the pocket, in (*a*), matches the crystallographic one in (*b*). The docked position of Trp at the bottom of the pocket, in (*c*), does not match the docking and crystallographic positions of IAA.

3.2.. Tomographic docking {#s3b}
-------------------------

To study the transient interactions of IAA and Trp with the pocket as they move down into it, we performed tomographic docking experiments and analysed each series of docked poses in detail, building a plausible binding pathway for both compounds over a transect of 15 Å. The docking process assigns a lower numerical score to better poses, representative of lower energy and more favourable binding. Thus, for each ligand we created a representative series of successive orientations choosing at each step the pose with the lowest score among all repetitions ([figure 3](#RSOB160139F3){ref-type="fig"}). Note that the depth at which the ligand is positioned does not necessarily increase with step number. For instance, as described in greater detail below, neither the depth nor the orientation of the docked pose of IAA changes between step 4 and step 7, indicating that the interactions relevant over these steps are dominated by the residues included at step 4, and that no further significant interactions are made until the ligand approaches residues deeper in the pocket than those at step 7. Later, we use these considerations to identify which residues are most likely to be responsible for the selection mechanism. Figure 3.Best scores of docked poses along the transect for all compounds tested, namely IAA (blue circles), Trp (red squares) 1-NAA (magenta diamonds), 2,4-D (cyan triangles), IPA (orange triangles), ICA (green triangles), IBA (violet triangles) and IDA (olive hexagons). Each step represents the progression of the search space by 1 Å in the direction of the pocket bottom. Filled symbols indicate steps at which a significant change in depth or orientation of the docked pose occurs.

At step 1, both compounds are well out of the pocket, and at step 2 they are at the very edge of the pocket mouth. As the steps continue, the progressive inclusion of residues causes the docked position of IAA to undergo significant changes. At step 3, IAA has oriented itself with the carboxylic acid group in a niche at the back wall of the pocket ([figure 4](#RSOB160139F4){ref-type="fig"}*a*). Then, for the next four steps, its scoring function, position and orientation remain constant, with the alignment of the indole perpendicular to the base of the pocket ([figure 4](#RSOB160139F4){ref-type="fig"}*b*). Note that between step 3 and steps 4--7, IAA undergoes a small but significant rotation, which optimizes the perpendicularity of the indole-ring system with respect to the bottom of the pocket. Figure 4.Progressive docking poses of IAA (blue) and Trp (red). The residues that form the engagement niche are highlighted in violet; those that we identify later as forming a molecular filter are highlighted in orange. (*a*) The position of IAA at step 3 features the side-chain oriented towards the engagement niche. (*b*) The positions of IAA in steps 4--7 are superimposable, and show that the ring system is perpendicular to the bottom of the pocket. (*c*) The positions of Trp in steps 3--6 are superimposable. Its side-chain is oriented towards the niche, but the ring system is parallel, rather than perpendicular, to the pocket base. (*d*) At step 7, the side-chain of Trp is no longer in the niche, but points towards the pocket bottom. (*e*) At steps 8 and 9 (superimposable), IAA has moved towards the bottom of the pocket. (*f*) The positions of IAA at steps 10--15 are superimposable.

Considering Trp, its side-chain also becomes oriented towards the niche at step 3, and its docked depth and orientation do not change through step 6. However, unlike IAA, the orientation of the indole is parallel, not perpendicular, to the base of the pocket. This is probably due to the longer side-chain and the extra rotational degree of freedom, as well as to the proximity of the aromatic rings to residues distal to the niche ([figure 4](#RSOB160139F4){ref-type="fig"}*c*). The next step for Trp, step 7, presents a somersault for the pose, with its polar side groups now pointing towards the pocket bottom ([figure 4](#RSOB160139F4){ref-type="fig"}*d*).

From the pose in step 7, with the tail in the niche, IAA can proceed downwards, into the position observed at step 8, via a pivoting motion of the indole from the engagement niche (cf. [figure 4](#RSOB160139F4){ref-type="fig"}*b,e*). Poses 8 and 9 for IAA are identical, with the side-chain continuing to point towards the niche, but not in it. Then, there appears to be a final transition as residues at the base of the pocket come into play, with poses 10 to 15 showing that IAA has flipped over from poses 8 and 9 ([figure 4](#RSOB160139F4){ref-type="fig"}*f*), to a position that corresponds to that found in the crystal structure \[[@RSOB160139C1]\].

3.3.. Binding mechanism {#s3c}
-----------------------

When the docking algorithm explores positions that include the pocket bottom, Trp is docked at the binding site. This indicates that, in principle, the final docking position is allowed. However, a detailed examination of the tomographic docking results suggests the presence of a barrier impeding the descent of the non-binder into the binding pocket, explaining why, in nature, Trp never reaches its bottom.

In the initial part of the pocket, the tomographic docking identifies a region that we call the engagement niche, formed by residues Lys-410, Ser-440, Gly-441, Ala-464 and Phe-465 (in violet in [figure 5](#RSOB160139F5){ref-type="fig"}). This is the structure into which the binder orients its polar side-chain ([figure 4](#RSOB160139F4){ref-type="fig"}*b*). We deem it one of the features with which potential binders need to interact in order to achieve an orientation that allows a subsequent transition to the binding position. TomoDock results suggest that the particular orientation with the ring system perpendicular to the pocket base is likely to be an essential step in the selection process. For ligands to penetrate deeper, the aromatic rings must slice down while the polar tail, anchored in the engagement niche, acts as a pivot point (cf. [figure 4](#RSOB160139F4){ref-type="fig"}*b*,*e*). After this motion, the rings of IAA are positioned at the bottom of the pocket, in the vicinity of a semicircle of non-polar residues. The ligand then undergoes a slight rotation, allowing the polar carboxylic acid group to flip and engage with the polar residues at the pocket base. Figure 5.Molecular filter responsible for TIR1 selectivity. The residues shown in orange are responsible for the filtering mechanism. The engagement niche is shown in purple. The remainder of the pocket is represented with partial transparency for clarity.

To understand what blocks Trp from moving the same way as IAA, consider the results from steps 3 to 7. At step 3, Trp is docked with its polar tail in the engagement niche. However, we do not observe the perpendicular orientation of the aromatic system that we see in IAA ([figure 4](#RSOB160139F4){ref-type="fig"}*c*). Note that its orientation and docking depth do not change through step 6 ([figure 3](#RSOB160139F3){ref-type="fig"}). Then, at step 7, Trp assumes a new pose with the side-chain completely out of the niche, and pointing towards the pocket bottom ([figure 4](#RSOB160139F4){ref-type="fig"}*d*). Such a geometry prevents the non-binder from moving further into the binding position via the same rotation that IAA performs, due to inappropriate orientation of the indole rings and of the side-chain.

Note that the non-binder is allowed to dock further down the pocket from step 8 onwards ([figure 3](#RSOB160139F3){ref-type="fig"}), because docking considers any position that is geometrically accessible, disregarding the motion a ligand would have to undertake in order to reach it. Also, to be active auxins, substrates need to bind in the correct orientation at the bottom of the pocket. A compound that can only interact and bind at the mouth of the pocket cannot have auxinic activity. Thus, for brevity we refer to compounds that are able to achieve an appropriate binding position simply as 'binders'. Conversely, we refer to the compounds, like Trp, that cannot reach the pocket bottom as 'non-binders'.

3.4.. Validation and experimental verification {#s3d}
----------------------------------------------

The striking difference between IAA and Trp revealed by tomographic docking indicates that an important role is played by the residues that become available at steps 3, 4, 7, 8 and 10 (filled symbols in [figure 3](#RSOB160139F3){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, the TomoDock results suggest that they act as a molecular filter, promoting the correct orientation of IAA and opposing it for Trp. To identify these residues, we built a table of the atoms newly included for interaction at each step, along with the residues they belong to (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Then, we considered the new entries at the steps indicated above, taking into account the number of atoms that interact, as well as their properties.

As a first example, consider Ser-438 ([figure 5](#RSOB160139F5){ref-type="fig"}). This residue enters the search space at step 10, which is the first step at which IAA assumes its final binding position. Ser-438 is physically located at the bottom of the pocket and, upon close inspection, the atoms that get included at step 10 are seen to form a highly polar group. Thus, we include it in the molecular filter, and consider it responsible for the correct orientation of IAA at the pocket bottom.

As a second example, consider Ser-440. This residue is structurally part of the engagement niche, and it enters the search space at step 6, with three atoms. However, neither IAA nor Trp changes its position at all over this step ([figure 4](#RSOB160139F4){ref-type="fig"}*b*,*c*). At step 7, where four more atoms of Ser-440 are considered, Trp exits the niche ([figure 4](#RSOB160139F4){ref-type="fig"}*d*). One could thus consider Ser-440 partly responsible for this; however, at step 7, IAA maintains the same position as it has at step 6. Given the structural similarity of the two molecules, we believe this indicates that Ser-440 does not contribute actively to ligand filtering, particularly considering that a much better candidate for the observed effect on Trp exists, namely Leu-439.

The third example we discuss is Gly-441. This is a noteworthy residue, as it is not only structurally part of the engagement niche, but also because its mutation to aspartate yields the known tir1-2 mutant \[[@RSOB160139C27]\]. This residue gives its first big contribution to the search space at step 4. But by this step both IAA and Trp have already assumed positions that do not change for a few more steps. Thus, we do not consider this residue as an active player in the molecular filter. Substitution of the large polar side group of Asp for the small non-polar Gly could interfere with binding in many ways to explain the tir1-2 phenotype.

Performing this analysis on all viable residues shows that the filter is formed by Cys-405, Ser-438, Leu-439, Ser-462 and Arg-489 (in orange in [figure 5](#RSOB160139F5){ref-type="fig"}). Of these, Arg-489 seems to be the residue that most significantly affects the orientation of the compounds with respect to the engagement niche, of which, however, it is not a part. Leu-439 and Ser-462 appear to block the descent of Trp and promote that of IAA, as they progressively enter the search space in steps 7--9. Finally, Cys-405 and Ser-438 are likely to be instrumental for IAA to assume the final binding position, because they start contributing significantly at steps 8 and 10, respectively. Note that all the residues in physical proximity of the ligand at the pocket bottom are likely to be involved in stabilizing docked auxins, but they are not necessarily part of the filtering mechanism.

To further exemplify our method, we apply it to six other potential binders (electronic supplementary material, figure S2), namely indole-3-carboxylic acid (ICA), indole-3-propionic acid (IPA), indole-3-butyric acid (IBA), indol-3-yl acetate (IDA), 1-naphthaleneacetic acid (1-NAA) and 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D). The aliphatic side-chains of ICA, IPA and IBA differ in length from that of IAA, being one atom shorter, one atom longer and two atoms longer, respectively. Esterifying indole-3-ol with acetic acid gives IDA, while changing the indole system to a naphtalene double ring yields 1-NAA. Finally, we include 2,4-D as it is one of the most widely used herbicides in the world. For all compounds, tomographic docking predicts a plateaux between steps 3 and 7 ([figure 3](#RSOB160139F3){ref-type="fig"}). At these steps, all compounds are docked at the right depth to permit interaction with the engagement niche. Results for 1-NAA, 2,4-D and IPA show that they do engage with the niche, with the aromatic ring system in the same position as that of IAA, perpendicular to the base of the pocket ([figure 6](#RSOB160139F6){ref-type="fig"}*a--c*). By contrast, the results for ICA, IBA and IDA predict that they are not able to adopt the correct engagement pose to allow the subsequent pivot. While they may occupy space in and interact with the outer chamber, TomoDock suggests that they fail to orient appropriately for transit further down the pocket. In the case of ICA and IDA, there is no interaction with the engagement niche, while IBA orients its ring systems transversal, rather than perpendicular, to the pocket bottom, similar to Trp ([figure 6](#RSOB160139F6){ref-type="fig"}*d*--*f*). These poses are consistent with 1-NAA, 2,4-D and IPA being active ligands for TIR1, albeit with different affinities, and with ICA, IBA and IDA being not. Figure 6.Docking poses of 1-NAA (magenta), 2,4-D (cyan), IPA (orange), ICA (green), IBA (violet) and IDA (olive). (*a*) The positions of 1-NAA at steps 4--7 (superimposable) show the side-chain of the ligand engaged with the niche, and its ring system perpendicular to the pocket bottom. (*b*) In steps 5--8 (superimposable) the orientation of 2,4-D is the same as that of IAA and 1-NAA. (*c*) At steps 3--7, IPA also engages the niche with the ring system perpendicular to the pocket base. The positions at these steps are superimposable. (*d*) In steps 3--7 (superimposable), the tail of ICA never engages the niche. (*e*) The tail of IBA finds the niche in steps 3--7 (superimposable), but the ring system is misoriented. (*f*) At step 7, the side-chain of IDA is oriented towards the pocket bottom, in a pose reminiscent of that of Trp at the same depth.

Experimental confirmation of binding from SPR and root-growth assays ([figure 7](#RSOB160139F7){ref-type="fig"} and [table 1](#RSOB160139TB1){ref-type="table"}) support the numerical predictions. In particular, SPR experiments indicate that Trp, ICA, IBA and IDA have no measurable binding activity at 50 µM, a concentration far in excess of the IC50 value of all active auxins ([table 1](#RSOB160139TB1){ref-type="table"}). IPA and 2,4-D, instead, bind weakly compared with IAA and 1-NAA, with noticeably more rapid dissociation rates ([figure 7](#RSOB160139F7){ref-type="fig"}; related results in \[[@RSOB160139C2]\]). Like IAA, 1-NAA is a strong ligand. Note that, as mentioned above, substrate binding to the receptor is only the first step in the auxinic interaction, and the binding of the co-receptor IAA7 (in our case) to the substrate--receptor complex can only happen if the substrate is bound in the bottom of the receptor pocket, and in the correct orientation. Thus, SPR experiments offer a good method to validate the computational results: if a substrate binds incorrectly, it will impair or entirely preclude the binding of the receptor to the IAA7 co-receptor and produce no SPR signal. The relative effectiveness of each compound in root-growth assays compares favourably with the SPR measurements. Trp, ICA, IBA and IDA inhibit root growth only at very high concentrations, where phytotoxicity sets in. IPA is seen to be a weak auxin. The root-growth assays suggest that 2,4-D is the most active auxin, more active than the SPR data suggest. However, root-growth assay activities depend on tissue and cellular transport, as well as on receptor binding of the compounds in question, and so IC50 values do not correspond exactly to *in vitro* binding values. Nonetheless, the assays are still a useful verification method, as one cannot observe root-growth inhibition for compounds that do not correctly bind to the receptor. Figure 7.Surface plasmon resonance and root-growth assay results confirm the numerical predictions. (*a*) The results from SPR experiments show that Trp (red line), ICA (green line), IBA (violet line) and IDA (olive line) do not bind TIR1 at all. Conversely, 1-NAA (magenta line), 2,4-D (cyan line) and IPA (orange line) all bind, although with differing activities from IAA (blue line). All compounds were tested at 50 µM. (*b,c*) Root-growth inhibition measurements substantially confirm these results, revealing that Trp (red squares), ICA (green triangles), IBA (violet triangles) and IDA (olive hexagons) do not inhibit root growth up to extreme concentrations. In (*c*), 1-NAA (magenta diamonds), 2,4-D (cyan triangles) and IPA (orange triangles) are all active auxins. Derived IC50 values are given in [table 1](#RSOB160139TB1){ref-type="table"}. Table 1.IC50 for primary root-growth inhibition derived from root-growth assays.compoundIC50 (µM)2,4-D0.0118 ± 0.0009IAA0.041 ± 0.0071-NAA0.206 ± 0.015IPA0.51 ± 0.06IBA10.1 ± 1.2ICA10.4 ± 1.2IDA15 ± 2Trp102 ± 13

4.. Conclusion {#s4}
==============

We have studied the binding process of the plant growth hormone IAA onto its main receptor TIR1, to investigate its selectivity mechanism. For our study, we developed a novel tomographic docking approach suitable for investigating deep binding pockets in a series of pseudo-time steps. The method gradually changes the search space of a docking algorithm to allow one to consider sequential interactions of each potential ligand with pocket residues at increasing depths. This mimics what happens in nature when a small molecule descends into a binding cavity. In this study, we have considered the receptor structure as rigid, as is the case for most docking experiments. However, tomographic docking can be adapted to allow for the flexibility of some side-chains of the receptor, and this will be the subject of future work. The tomographic method shows a plateau of scoring function values partway down the pocket, indicating a region over which transient interactions are made en route to the docking site at the base.

Detailed study of the docking poses obtained for the natural ligand IAA and the related, but non-auxin Trp over this region points towards two features in the pocket responsible for selectivity. The first, an engagement niche in the back of the pocket, allows potential ligands to orient before subsequent motion towards the binding site. The second, a molecular filter, promotes the correct pose of the aromatic ring system for binders, necessary to access the pocket bottom. Tryptophan and a set of non-binders assume sub-optimal orientations, and are prohibited from onwards motion.

The identification of the residues that form the engagement niche and the molecular filter makes them a fundamental study subject for the rational design of novel auxin-based herbicides. They are critical for selectivity, and constitute preferred mutation targets for further experiments. One such mutant, tir1-2 (G411-Asp), is already known, and experiments have shown that the mutation has a small but measurable effect on the resistance of the plant to the auxin-transport inhibitor 2-carboxyphenyl-3-phenylpropane-1,2-dione (CPD) \[[@RSOB160139C27]\], although this non-conservative substitution may not help elucidate the role of residue 441 further.

Experimental results from SPR and root-growth assays performed on a set of active and inactive compounds are consistent with TomoDock results, confirming the validity of our method. The application of tomographic docking need not be limited to the analysis of auxin binding to TIR1. In fact, it can also be used to examine other members of the TIR/AFB auxin receptor family. Identifying similarities and differences between the interaction mechanisms in different receptors can play a key role in designing receptor-specific compounds, which are very useful in controlling herbicide resistance. In addition, the tomographic docking principle is general, and can be applied to any deep binding site. Thus, proteins such as those involved in the transport of small molecules, as well as enzymes and channel proteins, are all natural targets for tomographic docking investigation.
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